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MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT

Red Dragons everywhere, I want to begin this edition of my Liner notes by thanking you for your
patience, understanding, and cooperation over the course of the 2013-3014 school year‟s winter. This year
we have had to use the gamut of schedule changes: delays, cancellations, and early dismissals. The decision
is never an easy one. Nor is it made in isolation. I am keenly aware of the hardships families face when a
delay or an early dismissal is announced---particularly for families that have to make alternative arrangements
to have children met when an early dismissal requires a drop off at an unscheduled time or to have children
supervised when a delay is employed. When considering a schedule change, I attempt to gather information
from multiple sources and make the announcement in a timely manner. I then try to notify families as early
as we can so that they can react and/or prepare. Our district‟s number one priority is the safety of the students.
After all, if a student does not feel safe from “portal to portal” how can we begin to discuss academics, the
arts, or athletics? With that said, I am optimistic that you will not be receiving any more calls this year
announcing: Hello this is….
As we turn our attention from cancellations, delays,
and early dismissals toward longer days and improved
weather, several events occur yearly to further confirm that
indeed spring is upon us. First our spring athletic season is
in full swing. All spring sports teams have had opportunities
to practice both indoors and more preferably outside. The
baseball and softball teams opened their season March 21st.
Track opened their season March 29th. Please come out and
support those student athletes. A second annual sign of
turning the corner is our academic cycle of standardized
testing, which includes: the PSSA – Pennsylvania System
of School Assessment, PASA – Pennsylvania Alternate
System of Assessment and Keystone Exams. These tests
will be administered over the next several weeks. The
required testing grades and audiences are students in grades
3-8 and students completing Algebra I, Literature (English
10 or English 11), and Biology courses. As an educator, I
find these assessments particularly useful as a source of data.
The results help us to identify our strengths and weakness as
a district.
Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1

As a person that thrives on competition, the results of these assessments provide us with an opportunity to see
how we compare to the other 499 school districts across the Commonwealth. As a parent, I realize these tests
can be disruptive to the normal ebb and flow of your student‟s life and may cause stress. To alleviate some of
that stress, thus hopefully allowing the students to perform to the best of their abilities, I offer these tips:
Establish a consistent bed time routine that ensures students are well rested.
Encourage your student to eat breakfast daily --- to that extent our very own Purchase Line Food
Service Department provides a well-balanced, nutritious, and in my humble opinion tasty grab and go
breakfast.
Model exercise and physical activity – according to the article Physical Fitness and Academic
Achievement in Third- and Fifth-Grade Students by Darla Castelli et al published in the 2007 edition
of the Journal of Sport & Exercise Psychology, on pages 239-252 individuals who are physically active
and fit perform better in school.
Give „em a mint –as strange as “Power of the Peppermint” may sound, peppermint may provide
improved test scores. Check out an article I found @washingtonpost.com listing the improvements in
focus and alertness from peppermint.
Tell students that you are proud of them when they try their best. Regardless of whether the outcome
is below basic, basic, proficient, or advanced, we want the best effort from our students.
Lastly, due to weather, the previously announced Breakfast with Bradley originally scheduled for
January 7th will now be held April 17th. As stated in the winter issue of the Liner, I welcome any district
stakeholder to a new event which I hope becomes a regular one. On Thursday, April 17, 2014, from
9:00 AM – 10:00 AM, I along with members of the Purchase Line School District Leadership Team will
host Breakfast with Bradley. My goal for this open forum is to provide all members of the community an
opportunity to meet me, hear a brief “state-of-school” overview, and have an opportunity to share their points
of pride within the district, as well as to discuss their concerns. We will provide coffee, juice, and a light
snack. The forum will be general in nature, and if need be, arrangements can be made to discuss specific
confidential issues. If attending, please enter directly into the cafeteria via the outside door.
In the spirit of my ancestral roots I wish all of you a belated Happy St. Patrick‟s Day. Please enjoy the
time over the weekend of April 18 (no school) to enjoy the company of your family and indulge in hopefully
a well-deserved extra peanut butter melt away.

Joseph A. Bradley
Superintendent of Schools
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Industrial Arts Department
By: Mrs. Subich (with help from Sierra Berringer and Hope Hankinson)

Sparks are flying in the Industrial Arts metal shop – from the new CNC plasma
cutter Industrial Arts Teacher John Brady is incorporating into his curriculum to
prepare students in their careers.
Purchase Line‟s Industrial Arts program purchased a CNC plasma cutter, a machine
used for cutting sheet metal and plate steel, through Education Improvement Tax
Credit Program (EITC) grant funding. The funds were awarded through the Red
Dragon Foundation “to better our learning environment,” said High School Principal
James Price.
According to Business Manager Janice Pearce, “Businesses can use their contributions to an approved 501(c)
organization as tax credits against their tax liability. The Red Dragon Foundation is the 501(c) organization
that received the funding.” The foundation then determines how to use the funds, in this case to be used
through a particular program for technology education based on grants written by teachers, according to
Pearce.
The students are using the equipment to cut signs currently, according to Brady. The plasma cutter “lets a
student move from a drawing to sending it to the CNC plasma cutter to cut the part the way it was drawn,”
said Brady.
“Once the student completes a drawing, he exports it to the CNC controller and positions the plasma cutter
at the zero x , zero y position, sets the speed for the thickness of material, and runs the program,” explained
Brady. “It clearly demonstrates the connection between the drafting of parts and the direct manufacture of
them,” said Brady.
An advantage of the plasma cutter is that the “drawing can be stored for making
unlimited identical parts and allows the scale of a part to be changed so that the same
part can be made with different dimensions,” Brady added. CNC, or computer
numerically controlled, machines have become a standard in industry, and the
industrial arts curriculum strives to prepare students to use the skills they learn in
class in the future. “While it doesn‟t replace machining skills,” said Brady, “the
process should not be foreign to students looking for a career in the trades.”
Brady has been explaining the possibilities the new machinery holds by transforming donated metal
remnants into signs to be used around the high school building and students have been selecting designs as
well.
“It interests me a lot and I enjoy running it,” said Senior Nicholas Rice, a student
in Brady‟s Metal Technology class, who has learned to use the plasma cutter in
class. Running the machine requires basic CAD or computer aided drafting skills,
according to Rice.
Rice plans to attend the Greater Johnstown Career and Technology Center after
graduation to become a certified heavy equipment operator, a decision he made
after working part time at a scrap yard and using heavy equipment there. “I found
out I was good at it and had an interest in it,” said Rice.
The CNC plasma cutter provides students like Rice “experience in one more CAD software,” according to
Brady. As a heavy equipment operator, Rice will need skills learned through his drafting course, such as
reading drawings and blue prints for excavation.
“The CNC plasma cutter is enhancing student learning by teaching employable skills,” agreed Industrial
Arts Teacher David Small.
“CNC is common throughout industry,” added Brady. “The CNC plasma cutter transforms CAD drawings
into a program that will allow the plasma cutter to cut the physical part out.”
Brady would like to thank the Red Dragon Foundation, those who made donations, and Red Dragon
Foundation President Renee Lash, a sixth grade teacher at Purchase Line Elementary School, for their help in
making the purchase of this machine possible. For more information about the Red Dragon Foundation, visit
www.reddragonfoundation.org.
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Foreign Language Department
By: Ms. Beatty and Mr. Dorsey

Mr. Dorsey and Ms. Beatty

My name is Clarine Beatty and I am a graduate of
Indiana Area High School. I graduated from IUP with a
double major in Spanish and French. I earned some of my
college credits studying abroad in Mexico, France and
Spain. After graduation, I spent a year in France working
as an English teacher in a high school in the Alpine city of
Grenoble. I even learned to ski while I was there. I returned
to the United States and taught French and Spanish at
Strasburg High School in Virginia. I took a leave of absence
from that job to earn a Master‟s Degree from Penn State in
French language and civilization. I returned to my job in
Virginia for four more years before moving back home to
PA. I have been teaching Spanish and an occasional section
of French at PL since 1999. I am married and I enjoy
cooking (especially foreign dishes), gardening and travel.

I am Jeff Dorsey and I am originally from Punxsutawney. I graduated from Punxsutawney High
School in 1979 and joined the Marine Corps immediately after graduation. I learned French at the Defense
Language Institute in Monterey, CA while serving as a Marine Interrogator-Translator. I lived in France on
several occasions while working and training with various units of the French Army, Marines, and Foreign
Legion. While serving with the military, I traveled extensively throughout the Mediterranean area, Middle
East, and Africa. I lived in Morocco with my family for over three years while assigned to the Defense
Attaché Office of the American Embassy in Rabat. Other French-speaking regions I have visited include
Tunisia and Haiti. Upon retiring from the USMC in 2000, I decided to seek a career in education at the
secondary level. Due to my experience in French, I decided to return to school to get my degree. I graduated
from the Indiana University of PA and was fortunate to begin working here at Purchase Line the following
week. I have been working here now for going on nine years and teach Foreign Language 8 and French I-IV.

MOBILE DENTIST—Smile Program
By: Mrs. Huffman
The district‟s nurses would like to encourage all parents with students in grades K-12 to utilize the
Mobile Dental program if needed. The next clinics will be April 3rd and 16th at the High School and
September 8th, 9th and 10th at the Elementary School. Applications were recently given to high school
students and should be returned to their homeroom teachers as soon as possible.
No student will be denied services for dental care. Great program!!!
Contact your child‟s school nurse should you have any questions. High School: Mrs. Huffman - 724-254-4312
ext. 4027, Elementary: Mrs. McKinney - 724-254-4312 ext. 5110
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Debbie Wright joins the Language Arts team
By: Mrs. Conrad and Mrs. Dean

With the Pennsylvania State Standards of Assessment tests looming in the near future, Mrs. Debbie
Wright, a retired English teacher from Apollo Ridge School District, is working alongside the junior-high
language arts teachers to help prepare students for success. Mrs. Wright is our district‟s contracted Literacy
Coach. In this part-time position she has worked with our English and Reading Teachers over this past
school year.
Mrs. Wright is no stranger to the classroom or to Pennsylvania‟s assessment tests. For over 35 years,
Wright taught students at both the junior-high and senior-high levels. Wright said, “My experience is that,
with help, nearly every student has a chance of finding success on these state tests. The tests are not easy, and
the students need to prepare and to practice; but with the help of the teachers and with consistent practice, the
students can begin to steadily improve their scores.”
Wright has been working with the seventh grade students on the reading portion of the PSSA test.
Students have been practicing skills such as analyzing poetry, summarizing passages, and responding to a
text in writing. Their written work was graded using the same criteria as the PSSA Writing Assessment,
which includes: focus, content development, organization, style, and conventions. One lesson in particular
encompassed the activities listed above. Following the reading of the poem “The Eagle,” by Alfred Lord
Tennyson, students analyzed the poem‟s structure by answering questions about the lines, stanzas, and the
rhyme scheme present. In addition, they were given a writing prompt that required students to explain two
traits that an eagle possesses and how these traits are important to the eagle‟s survival. In another practice
activity, Wright had students read an article about the Jamestown colony and respond by writing a letter
describing life in the colony.
Wright has also made regular visits to English 8 and to the Civics and Pennsylvania History course,
both required classes for all eighth graders. Mrs. Melinda Knapp and Mr. Matthew Falisec have welcomed
Wright into their classrooms where she taught students a reading strategy on one occasion and taught reading
concepts that especially apply to informational texts on another occasion. Wright commented, “Reading
and writing strategies need to be used constantly and consistently by the students in all their classes, not just
in the Reading and English classes. Students need to be proficient in their reading and writing abilities in
order to be successful in their future careers. By providing them with strategies to tackle vocabulary,
comprehension, and response writing, we teach our students to feel confident and self-assured not only when
taking these state tests, but also in other classes and in other future opportunities.”
Wright‟s visits to Mrs. Karen Conrad‟s English 8 classes have given students an opportunity to
practice skills and to discuss content that will be assessed on both the PSSA Reading Assessment and the
PSSA Writing Assessment. While working with Conrad, Wright helped to develop a practice reading
assessment and writing assessment that complemented a recent unit of study, Civil War literature. In
addition, Wright taught a lesson on poetry reading and analysis by using the poem, “The Lady of Shallot.”
In regards to preparation for the writing assessment, students were given two different informational essay
writing assignments to complete under Conrad‟s and Wright‟s guidance. Wright then scored these essays
using the state‟s rubric. Conrad said, “It‟s been a great help to have an additional person here to prepare
the students for the state‟s tests. At times, the lesson planning as well as the pressures associated with the
tests can be very overwhelming for teachers. The vast amount of content that may or may not be assessed
is daunting in itself. Mrs. Wright has helped to relieve some of stresses associated with the achievement
test.”
Earlier in the school year, Mrs. Wright worked with a group of juniors who were required to retake the
Pennsylvania Keystone Literature tests, which will be a graduation requirement for students currently in their
sophomore year. The juniors were required to take the test for Annual Yearly Progress status.
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Purchase Line Elementary Is Taking It
Step By Step
By: Ms. Misurda and Mrs. Gray
This is our third year working with the consulting company
Step By Step Learning. They have assisted our school to
implement the best and most effective practices to accelerate
our students to reading at grade level.
Since all educators are stakeholders –administrators, classroom teachers, reading specialists, and learning support
teachers, a team-based approach was created to help ALL
students become successful readers. This intervention
process provided professional development along with
modeling and coaching with everyone involved in the
students‟ education.
Step By Step has supported the elementary with all layers
of literacy instruction, aimed at improving teacher
effectiveness, building instructional leaders, making
curriculum decisions, and managing the classroom; everything that surrounds and supports effective literacy
instruction.
This consulting company knows that learning is an
ongoing process for all of us, and they are helping us
“Step By Step.”

Clockwise from left to right: Title I Readings Specialists,
Mrs. Sadler, Ms. Misurda, Mrs. Gray, Step By Step Learning
Consultant, Mrs. Jeffries, and Principal, Mr. Grierson in a
Training of Teachers professional development session.
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Purchase Line Geography Bee 2014
By: Mrs. Cowden
Eighth grade student, Cameron
Stover won first place in the
2014 Purchase Line Junior High
Geography Bee held in the
auditorium on January 14. This
year‟s runner up was Kyle Gearhart,
also an 8th grader.
The PL Geography Bee consisted
of ten seventh and eighth graders.
This year‟s participants were: Elick Webster, Max
Ripple, Lane Chilcote, Kyle Gearhart, Kurt Haight,
Ethan Brady, Cody Adams, Cameron Stover, Quinn
Scalese, and Brent Shultz. All 7th and 8th graders
participated in seven preliminary rounds in their social
studies classrooms before Christmas break. The students
earning 7 of 7 questions correct are automatically one of
the ten finalists. Cody Adams, Kyle Gearhart, and Brent
Shultz answered 7 out of 7 questions correctly. After the
preliminary rounds, there is a tie breaker round between
the students who have answered 6 out of the 7 questions
correctly. Tie breaker questions are asked until there are
10 finalists for the final geography bee.
The day of the Bee the participants are
usually fairly nervous. There‟s really no
way to study, although if the contestants
don‟t know the United States of America
they probably won‟t last on stage for
long. It‟s a double elimination process.
At first the finalists have choices to pick from in order to
answer the questions. High school Social Studies
teacher, Ms. Kate Cowden, who has organized the Bee
since 2002, said, “The questions start off fairly easy and
become more and more difficult as we go.” Ultimately
the winner has a very good knowledge of the countries
of the world learned through their classes, reading current events, and watching educational programming. The
final question was, “Tet is an important holiday celebrating the New Year in what country west of the Gulf of
Tonkin?” Cameron won by correctly answering,
“Vietnam.” Ms. Cowden presented the winners with Tshirts emblazoned with “Brazil” and “Germany” and
chocolate from Switzerland.
If you are inspired to brush up on your geography
knowledge and skills, you and your children can go to
www.nationalgeographic.com/geobee . The questions
change every day on the test so you can challenge yourself to a new geography question each day. Congratulations to all the 2014 Purchase Line Junior High Geography Bee participants, to the winner, Cameron Stover,
and runner up, Kyle Gearhart.

Congratulations!
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The Purchase Line Red Dragon Foundation
Distinguished Alumni Hall of Fame
Purchase Line School District
The Alumni Hall of Fame was established for the Purchase Line Red Dragon Foundation to recognize
graduates of Purchase Line School District, including all schools prior to merging. Nominees have
achieved and contributed to their school and have also achieved and contributed to their community
and country in the years following graduation. Their achievements are recognized to provide positive
role models for the present students of the Purchase Line School District.
PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ABOUT THE PERSON YOU WISH TO
RECOMMEND FOR THE PURCHASE LINE RED DRAGON FOUNDATION HALL OF FAME:
NAME: ____________________________YEAR OF GRADUATION: ___________________________
NAME WHILE ENROLLED IN HIGH SCHOOL: ____________________________________________
CURRENT ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE NO: _____________________________________________________________________
PLEASE DESCRIBE ALL OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS, ACCOMPLISHMENTS, AND/OR
CONTRIBUTIONS THAT YOU FEEL SUPPORT THIS NOMINATION. Additional paper can be added
if needed.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON SUBMITTING NOMINATION:
_____________________________________________
________________________________________
NAME
TELEPHONE
________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS
If there are questions concerning the Red Dragon Foundation Hall of Fame, please call (814) 743-6841.
************************MAIL COMPLETED FORM BY MAY 1ST TO:*********************
Purchase Line Red Dragon Foundation
P.O. Box 95
Commodore, PA 15729
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Annual Alumni and Community Dinner Dance
Purchase Line High School
Saturday, September 27, 2014
Homecoming Weekend
4:45 p.m.–6:45 p.m.-Dinner in the High School Cafeteria
7:00 p.m.-Program 2014 Alumni Hall of Fame Recipient in Auditorium
8:00 p.m.–10:00 p.m.–Music and Dancing in Gymnasium

$15.00 per ticket
Tickets will be available at the Purchase Line High School Office starting August 15.
Call to reserve your ticket.

Renee Lash-(814) 743-6841
Courtney Gardner-(724) 388-7176
or any
P.L. Red Dragon Foundation Trustee
Check out the Red Dragon Foundation at www.reddragonfoundation.org
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Education in the 21st Century
By: Mr. Buffone, Chemistry Teacher, PLHS

In a society and workforce where technology and interactive media have exploded
over the past couple of decades, so have the practices of using educational media in the
classroom. Though text books, traditional lecture, and direct instruction still have their
place in any classroom, many abstract science concepts and potentially dangerous
chemistry experiments can be virtually duplicated or illustrated with a reputable internet
website. Welcome to the 21st century classroom!
In the Chemistry I classes at Purchase Line High School, students have used these websites in many
lessons; such as laboratory safety tutorials, building virtual models of atoms, and viewing chemical reactions
and chemical elements that would otherwise be too expensive or hazardous to observe in the laboratory setting.
Also, this media gives the students an opportunity to drill important facts that are essential in understanding the
science of chemistry, such as drilling element symbols, counting the number of significant figures in measurement, writing chemical formulae, and balancing chemical equations.
There are many potential benefits of supplementing and enhancing instruction with educational media.
Indeed this information is in their Chemistry textbook (which is also online), but using educational media
offers a unique opportunity to learn the material with a little more flash. It also provides the students an
opportunity for self-assessment and immediate feedback. Additionally, educational media can also be used at
home for homework help and preparation for tests and quizzes.
If you would like to see what our chemistry students see, feel
free to access the Purchase Line School District Website at http://
www.plsd.k12.pa.us. To navigate to the Chemistry I website; click
on the “Jr/Sr High School” link in Schools Tab of the homepage,
then ”Classrooms”, then “Science”, then “Mr. Buffone”, and finally
“Chem I”. Some student favorites are the Photographic Periodic
Table, and the Funny Elements Song. Enjoy!
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The READ 180 Program in Action
By: Mrs. Sadler
READ 180 is a reading intervention program that provides individualized instruction
to meet each student‟s reading needs in order to help these students develop the confidence
to read widely and independently. Students in grades 7 and 8 have been selected to participate in the READ 180 program based on the results of the Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) assessment
given at the end of last school year. The SRI is used to determine a Lexile, or reading level, for each student.
Lexiles are monitored throughout the school year to guide instruction. Mrs. Sadler, Title I Reading Specialist,
has been working closely with Mr. Thomas, the classroom teacher, on a daily basis to provide extra support
in the 7th grade READ 180 classroom.
What does a READ 180 class look like? Each class begins and ends with Whole Group Instruction that
engages all students. In between, students break into groups and rotate through three stations: Small Group,
Independent Reading and Instructional Software.
Whole Group Instruction: Teachers begin the class by providing direct instruction in reading skills and
strategies, academic vocabulary, writing, and grammar to the whole class.
Small Group Instruction: Using the READ 180 workbook, called the rBook, the teacher works closely with
a small group of students to meet their individual needs through direct reading skill instruction. Texts in
the rBook include current, high-interest topics.
Instructional Software: Students use the software independently to practice reading, spelling, vocabulary,
and writing. Data is collected based on specific responses and adjusts instruction to meet each student‟s
needs. The software leads students through five Learning Zones: the Reading Zone, the Word Zone, the
Spelling Zone, the Success Zone, and the Writing Zone.
Independent Reading: Students build fluency and comprehension skills through modeled and independent
reading. Students select a fiction or nonfiction from the READ 180 library.
Whole Group Wrap-Up: Class ends with Whole-Group reflection where students have the opportunity to
engage each other with what they have learned.
The student response to READ 180 has been positive. As one student stated, “I like reading books now. I
used to not like reading because it was hard but READ 180 class has really changed my outlook on reading.”
Another added, “I feel like I read more than I did before.” Another student expressed that he has become a
better speller and feels more confident in understanding what he reads. A student survey revealed that the
majority of students found Small Group Instruction and Independent Reading to be their favorite parts of the
program.
Mr. Thomas and Mrs. Sadler are pleased to see so many students reading books on their own both in and out
of school.

Independent Reading in 7th Grade READ 180
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Purchase Line’s First Annual Jump Rope for Heart Event
By: Mrs. Hardesty, High School and Elementary
Physical Education Teacher
This was the first year that Purchase Line Elementary School was able to participate in the Jump
Rope for Heart event, sponsored by the American Heart Association. The American Heart Association is a
voluntary organization devoted to fighting cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The Jump Rope for Heart
program is an event designed to teach kids jump rope skills, understand how their heart works and to raise
money to help kids with special hearts. Our event took place the week of February 10-14 during their regular
Physical Education classes. When the students walked into the gymnasium there were several Heart Healthy
Stations that involved single jump roping, long rope jumping, jump rope tricks, jump roping games, partner
jump roping, and hippity-hop. Prior to the event, there was an assembly with the Mountain View Jump
Roping Team from Latrobe, PA. This organization is a competitive jump roping team from ages 6-13 that
travels to various schools to encourage the Jump Rope for Heart events through exciting demonstrations.
Our students truly enjoyed the jump roping tricks, especially because the kids were their own age.
I am proud to say that the students did an amazing job on the day of their Jump Rope for Heart event!
The students had a great time trying various jump rope tricks, especially working on partner rope tricks. Most
importantly, they had fun exercising! Jump roping is an inexpensive way to keep your heart healthy. The
Jump Rope for Heart event provided the students with information regarding the importance of the heart, how
it works and how to best ensure healthy hearts by exercising and eating balanced meals.
I am also excited to announce that our Elementary raised $1,271.00 for the American Heart
Association. Brock Provost was the top fundraiser for the event and Mrs. Fetsko‟s homeroom had the most
people donate. Way to go! Everyone did an amazing job and I cannot wait to see what next year will bring.
The Purchase Line Elementary PTA Healthy Lifestyles Committee was instrumental in the success of
Jump Rope for Heart. They received donations from local businesses in the area and were able to purchase
jump ropes for every child in the elementary. This month we focused on jump roping skills as one way to
increasing heart health. This is an excellent, inexpensive and simple way for the students to exercise at home.
I have already seen some students bring their jump ropes to recess to jump rope! Thank you PTA!
This was a community service project and the students were provided the opportunity to raise money
to fund research, medicines, surgeries, and educational materials to lower the risks of Heart Disease. I would
like to give thanks to all parents, guardians for encouraging your children to help with this great cause. I
would also like to thank Purchase Line‟s faculty and staff for making it such a success. Finally, thank you to
all the students for participating and making it a success!
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Purchase Line Provides Doors to Future Opportunities…
One Student’s Journey Through
By: Mrs. Lenzi
For some, being a senior seems a long way off. For others, being
a senior was just never in the cards. Charles Wise is a senior at Purchase
Line this year and if we flash backed one year, Charles would have
told you that he neither had intentions of graduating from Purchase Line
this year nor attending his senior year of school. Charles had spent the
conclusion of his junior year preparing to attend cyber-school to
complete his education. At that time, a diploma was not in the “top 5”
of his need-to-do list. Looking back, Charles thanks his mother and
girlfriend for not letting him make that decision.
Charles has battled through school with the added burden of having
a learning disability. For the past 12 years, he has watched learning be
easy for the classmates sitting next to him and as his frustration
increased, his school performance declined. Charles reluctantly walked
through the doors in September expecting more of the same, when
suddenly life took some unexpected twists.
Charles was in need of community service hours for his graduation project. Charles approached Mr.
Matt Scott, a Life Skills Support Teacher at the high school, about assisting on some Life Skills CBI trips
and activities to fulfill the requirement. Mr. Scott agreed with some reservations and Charles proved to be a
valuable resource and a powerful mentor to the students in the program. Charles exceeded those hours
months ago but continues to work with Mr. Scott‟s students as time permits each week.
Charles‟s time is even more limited because, as he exceeded all expectations as the year progressed,
he was recommended for a program through Career Track for a work experience program. Charles
interviewed with Mr. James Garland, Career Track Youth Case Manager, and was matched with work
experience employment at B & B Screen printing in Clymer. Charles is permitted approximately 200 hours
of work throughout the school year which is paid through a grant program with Career Track. His work
consists of re-claiming screens and packing and stacking orders. As was the case with everything Charles
is involved in this year, his contribution and work ethic have been outstanding in the program and his
supervisor, Mr. Brad Buterbaugh, describes him as a model employee.
Charles started the year as a reluctant participant and is on track to end his senior year, impacting
the education of a group of peers, on the honor roll, completing a successful employment opportunity, AND
enrolled in a post-secondary program at Wyotech. Amazing how a year can change a person forever!

Congratulations
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Purchase Line High School
Blood Drive
Gym
16559 Rte 286 HWY East
Commodore, PA 15729

Thursday May 22, 2014
9:30 to 3:30
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Meet the High School Mathematics Department
By: Mr. Beers

My name is Scott Beers and I graduated college from Saint
Francis College (now University) in Loretto, Pa. in 1995. I
completed my student teaching in the Altoona Area School
District. I later earned my Master‟s Equivalency in 2008. I
have been teaching math for 18.5 years at Purchase Line School
District and half a year at Clearfield Area School District. I
became the Mathematics Department Chairperson at Purchase
Line in the fall of 2004. I live in the Coalport area and am
married with a 6 year old son. Hobbies of mine include hunting,
fishing, boating, and camping. I have enjoyed my years at
Purchase Line and appreciate the behavior of the students and
positive environment the school provides.

Front row: Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Baker, Mrs. McCabe
Back row: Mr. Beers, Mr. Sleppy, Mr. Mack

My name is René Baker. I am a 1999 graduate of Indiana Area
High School and a 2003 graduate of Indiana University of
Pennsylvania (IUP). I also obtained my Master‟s degree from IUP in 2007. This is my 11th year of teaching math in the
Purchase Line School District. I live in Indiana with my husband and 6-month old daughter. My hobbies include reading,
working out, and going to the beach.
My name is Kandi McCabe and I am a Purchase Line High School graduate, class of 2000. I obtained my undergraduate
degree from Carlow College (now University) in Pittsburgh, Pa. in 2004 and my Master‟s degree from Indiana University
of Pennsylvania in 2008. I have been teaching math for 9.5 years in which 6.5 of them have been here at Purchase Line
School District. Before arriving at Purchase Line, I taught one year in the Altoona Area School District. I recently returned
to Purchase Line after being on furlough for two years. During that time, I taught at Achievement House Cyber Charter
School and in the Portage Area School District. I live in the Cherry Tree area and am married with a 3 year old daughter.
Hobbies of mine include sporting events, outdoor activities, and time with my family. I enjoy teaching the students at
Purchase Line and giving back to the community that gave me my education.
My name is Andy Sleppy and I graduated college from Indiana University of Pennsylvania in 1998. I taught one year in
the Armstrong School District at the Kittanning Middle School and then came to Purchase Line in 1999. The same year I
married my wife, Jen. I coached boys‟ basketball at Purchase Line from 1999-2002. In 2002, my daughter was born and in
2004 my son was born. I enjoy spending time with my family doing a variety of things like, bicycling, shooting bow, riding
ATV‟s, golfing, and hunting. I enjoying working with the students at Purchase Line and every day I give my all to help the
students of Purchase Line achieve their goals.
My name is Katie Brown and I graduated college from the University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown in 2002. I had a long-term
substitute position at Conemaugh Valley School District and then began teaching at Purchase Line in 2004. When I am not
at Purchase Line, I am at home with my family. I have a husband and three daughters. My daughters are 5, 3, and 9 months
old and keep me very busy! In the summer I enjoy playing softball and spending time with family. I enjoy working with the
students at Purchase Line and working to make math fun for everyone!
My name is Sean Mack. I completed my undergraduate work at the University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown (UPJ). I
completed my post graduate work at the Indiana University of Pennsylvania. I graduated high school from the United
School District. I currently teach Algebra I and Probability and Statistics at Purchase Line. I have a daughter age 9 and a
son age 6. Some of my hobbies include coaching football, track, and cross country. I also enjoy watching and following
Steelers football. I enjoy spending time with my kids and I can honestly say the person who inspired me the most was my
mother.
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Musical Theatre Department
By: Mrs. Saylor and Ms. Bracken

This year the Purchase Line Musical Theatre Department presented “Hello, Dolly!” on March 6, 7 and 8
at the Purchase Line High School Auditorium. The musical featured Anna Harkleroad as the meddling yet good
natured Mrs. Dolly Levi and Greg L. Boring as the stubborn Mr. Horace Vandergelder. Dolly came to Yonkers
with one notion --to marry Horace Vandergelder and spread his money into the world for the common good.
But, this was no easy task! He was already betrothed to Mrs. Irene Molloy, played by Caitlyn Gardner. It was
up to Dolly to turn Irene‟s head toward Cornelius Hackl, played by Logun Beck. In doing so, she also created a
budding romance between Irene‟s sidekick Minnie Fay, played by Kira Smith, and Barnaby Tucker, played by
Kyle Gearhart. But, Dolly‟s meddling didn‟t end there! She also put her hand in the relationship of Ambrose
Kemper, played by Isaac Hughes, and Mr. Vandergelder‟s niece Ermengarde, played by Brooke Temchulla.
And, just for good measure, she makes sure Mr. Vandergelder is suitably confused by throwing in the very
eccentric Ernestina Money as an object of his affection, played by Cassandra McCoy. In due time,
Mr. Vandergelder realizes how much he loves Dolly and loves prevails in the end.
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Every year our community comes together to produce a fantastic musical and this year was no exception.
It begins with parents working together for countless hours to build and paint sets. More parents come in to fit
costumes from the costume room. Many times this entails making new costumes, finding props and making
alterations. Other parents who are excellent cooks will feed our students once evening rehearsals begin. Many
of our students have after school activities and will stay from that activity and report to musical rehearsal.
Many of our musical moms will make supper and bring it for the entire cast so our performers don‟t go hungry.
On the week of the musical, even more members of the community come together to help with hair and make-up.
This year featured faculty and administration in cameo performances. We would like to extend a big thank
you to Mr. Bradley, Mrs. Mozina, Mr. Bracken and Mrs. Ayers for the help with this endeavor. Musical is a
community experience. It wouldn‟t be the success that it is without the help of our wonderful friends here in
the Purchase Line School District. We are so grateful to belong to a community that supports the arts. The
production staff of Miss Bracken, Mrs. Saylor, Miss Johnson and Mr. Jones would like to take this opportunity
to thank everyone involved.

28
Baseball - Harmony - Away 4:30 pm

27

Softball - Harmony - Away 4:30 pm

21

School Board Regular
Meeting - 7:00 pm

14
JHG Volleyball - Homer
Center - Home - 4:00 pm

JHG Volleyball - Penns Manor
- Home - 4:00 pm

Baseball - Penns Manor - Away
- 4:00 pm

PSSA Science - Grade 4

PSSA Science - Grade 4

Track - Saltsburg & Northern
Cambria - Home - 4:00 pm

Softball - Penns Manor –
Home - 4:00 pm (Sr. Night)

JHG Volleyball - Ligonier
Valley - Away - 4:00 pm

Baseball - Penns Manor Home - 4:00 pm

30
InView Testing - Grade 2

Elementary Spring Pictures

Track - Marion Center - Away 4:00 pm

Softball - Blairsville - Away 4:00 pm

JHG Volleyball - United - Away 4:00 pm

23
Baseball - Blairsville - Away 4:00 pm

Track - Homer Center &
Ligonier Valley- Away - 4:00 pm

Softball - Ligonier Valley - Away
- 5:00 pm

JHG Volleyball - Penns Manor Away - 4:00 pm

Baseball - Ligonier Valley Away - 4:00 pm

16
Grades 3 - 6 PSSA Math

29
InView Testing - Grade 2

22

15

Heritage Conference Science Ligonier Valley

Heritage Conference Math Marion Center

24
Kindergarten Farm Show 6:00 pm - High School
Auditorium

17
Breakfast with Bradley - 9:00
am - High School Cafeteria

National Honor Society
Banquet - PLHS Cafeteria 6:30 pm

Track - United & Penns Manor Away - 4:00 pm
Heritage Conference FCS Purchase Line

10
JHG Volleyball - Marion
Center - Home - 4:00 pm

9
Baseball - Saltsburg - Away 4:00 pm

Softball - Penns Manor - Away 4:00 pm

3
PSSA Writing - Grade 5

Thursday

2
PSSA Writing - Grade 5

Wednesday

Heritage Conference
Impromptu Speech - Penns
Manor

PTA Meeting - 7:00 pm

Softball - Marion Center Home - 4:00 pm

School Board Work
Session - 7:00 pm

8
JHG Volleyball - Saltsburg Away - 4:00 pm

1
PSSA Writing - Grade 5

Tuesday

7
Baseball - Marion Center Home - 4:00 pm

Monday

20

13

6

Sunday

April 2014

Softball - United - Home 4:00 pm

JHG Volleyball - Blairsville Home - 4:00 pm

25
Baseball - United - Home 4:00 pm

18
Easter Vacation
No School

Softball - Northern Cambria Home - 5:00 pm

11
Baseball - Northern Cambria Home - 4:00 pm

Softball - Homer Center Home - 4:00 pm

Baseball - Homer Center Home - 4:00 pm

4
Track - CoEd Relay Meet Away - 3:15 pm

Friday

26
Track - Indiana County Meet
- Away - 10:00 am

19

12
Track - Bedford Invitational Away - TBA

5

Saturday

5
School Board Work
Session - 7:00 pm

12
School Board Regular
Meeting - 7:00 pm

19

26
Memorial Day
No School

11

18

25

Monday

4

Sunday

May 2014

27

20

Elementary PTA - 7:00 pm

Kindergarten MADD Night 6:00 pm

13
Track - District VI Meet 3:30 pm

Track - Heritage
Conference Meet - Away 2:30 pm

Softball - Marion Center Away - 4:30 pm

JHG Volleyball - Northern
Cambria - Away - 4:00 pm

6
Baseball - Marion Center Away - 4:30 pm

Tuesday

28
Senior Class Trip

21

14
Track - District VI - Away TBA

7

Wednesday
2
Elementary Wellness Fair
- Grades 3-4
Track - West Central
Coaches Meet - Away 1:30 pm

1
Baseball - Homer Center Away - 4:15 pm
Softball - Homer Center Away - 4:15 pm

16

29
Senior Class Trip

30
Senior Class Trip

Saturday

17

10

3
Prom - Contres Greer,
Northern Cambria 6:00 pm -10:00 pm
(Grand March - HS
Auditorium - 4:30 pm)

31

22
23
24
Blood Mobile - 9 am - 4 pm Career Fair - Grades 3 - 6
- Gym
Track - State Track Meet Mini Musical - Grades 1 - 2 Away - TBA
- 6:00 pm - High School
Auditorium

15
Elementary Spring Choral/
Band Concert - 7:00 pm

HS Spring Band Concert 7:00 pm - High School
Auditorium

8
9
Baseball - Saltsburg Home - 4:00 pm (Sr. Night)

HS Spring Choral Concert
- 7:00 pm - High School
Auditorium

Friday

Thursday

16
School Board Work
Session - 7:00 pm

23
School Board Regular
Meeting - 7:00 pm

15

22

30

9
6th Grade Promotion 7:00 pm - High School
Auditorium

8

29

2

Monday

1

Sunday

June 2014

24

17

Baccalaureate - 7:00 pm Auditorium

10
Graduation Practice 7:50 am - Auditorium

3

Tuesday

25

18

Commencement - 7:00 pm
- Auditorium

11
Last Day of School - Early
Dismissal
High School - 10:30 am
Elementary - 11:35 am

4

Wednesday

26

19

12
Teacher In-Service

5

Thursday

27

20

13

6
Awards Assembly Grades 7-11 - 1:00 pm Auditorium

Friday

28

21

14

7

Saturday
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BREAKFAST WITH BRADLEY
Your Opinion is Our Priority
Thursday, April 17, 2014
9:00 AM
Coffee
Fruit and Light Snacks
Open Conversation
Questions Answered
All stakeholders of the Purchase Line School District are
invited to join the Superintendent and members of his
Leadership Team in the high school cafeteria. Enjoy an
open forum to discuss topics of concern to the Purchase
Line community.

